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Abstract
The open-source Rocks clustering toolkit (www.rocksclusters.org) enables users to easily build both simple
and complex clusters that are made of up of both heterogeneous function and hardware. As part of our
National Science Foundation award (#OCI-0721623), we have enabled user to build clusters that have
some are all of their components as Xen-based virtual machines. By treating, Xen-based hardware as "just
another brand of server", nearly all of the Rocks tools used on real hardware carry over into the virtual
space. In particular, a node that has a particular logical function (e.g. compute, frontend, web, database,
file server, and others), which we define as an "appliance", can easily be built as a VM or on real hardware.
Recently, we developed the EC2 Roll (rolls are our fundamental, programmatic mechanism for defining the
software and configuration of appliances) that allows us to easily build an EC2 version of any alreadydefined appliance. Finally, when coupled with the Condor Roll, we are able to automatically extend local
clusters into the Amazon cloud using Condor as the scheduling and load manager. These three
mechanisms together allow users to rigorously define the contents of a virtual machine in EC2 while
keeping job management and submission on a local head node. Essentially, the local cluster is temporarily
extended into the cloud, but with the full set of software required by the cluster owner.
In this talk, we describe the underlying mechanisms as well as some of the caveats to performing this kind
of cluster extension.
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